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For roughly two decades, the US Department of Defense has been focused on creating weapons platforms and plans for “effect-based” operations with the assumption that they can be readily mixed and matched to achieve the desired strategic purpose. As Clausewitz famously argued, however, it is risky for military planners to decontextualize the notion of effects-based weaponry from the most likely political goals politicians will be seeking in the threat and use of force when confronting a peer competitor. Ultimately, everything depends on the level of political stakes or, in Clausewitz’s terms, the nature of the “political object.”

In East Asia, a rising China confronts the United States with a classic security dilemma in which new Chinese military capabilities could support both a commonsense and legitimate wish to secure its own interests and a more expansive vision for regional leadership that might harbor an aggressive geopolitical agenda. Thus, a wary United States finds it prudent to maintain an operational military advantage over China’s rapidly improving military capability. Yet, how the United States addresses that security dilemma via military procurement and the development of operational concepts could either detract from or enhance crisis stability when Chinese and US interests come into conflict. With this delicate balancing act in mind, we offer a conceptual framework for how the
United States should prepare to use military power during peacetime deterrence, protracted crises, and war to resolve conflicting interests with another powerful state, such as China, when both powers also have substantial interconnected interests.

The international system has changed markedly, despite the continuance of traditional US bilateral alliances with South Korea and Japan. What is particularly unprecedented is the simultaneous growth or “rise” of South Korea, Japan, and China together, based firmly on economic rather than military power—that is, on manufacturing and financial rather than territorial gains. This is radically different from historical patterns of domination of both the Korean Peninsula and also Southeast Asian nations by either an imperial China or an imperial Japan.

Based on these systemic changes in Asian relations, we argue that, as the US Navy and Air Force further develop the Air-Sea Battle concept, they need to even more deeply rethink their allegiance to what one may call “total battle doctrines” that see their strategic role as providing quick, total, overwhelming offensive victory against absolutely opposed adversaries. Specifically, the services should examine if and how certain force acquisitions and employment strategies for the Asia-Pacific could either exacerbate or mitigate the propensity for conflict escalation during any future crises. The historical literature has argued strenuously that capabilities and plans for winning a full-scale war (should one break out) do not necessarily make for peaceful deterrence in a non-crisis environment or for open diplomatic exchanges during a crisis atmosphere. This is because of the simple fact that latent or even fully fielded capabilities for major offensive strikes can signal a policy intent for upsetting a balance of power and interests to one’s own unilateral advantage, even if such intent and interest do not in fact exist on the part of the side with such escalatory capacities.

We thus agree with the founding lead of the Air-Sea Battle concept development group at Headquarters Air Force that the United States will need “fresh theories and concepts . . . less tethered to its traditions of annihilation warfare” to manage future crisis in anti-access and area denial (A2/AD) environments effectively. But despite such initial analytic forays in policy and military journals, the question still left underexamined in US security debates and planning is whether it is better to “overcome the enemy’s will” by thwarting its efforts to consolidate any gains in the operational battlespace or via incapacitating its ability to
field forces via deep strategic strikes on the adversary’s homeland. The latter, for instance, has historically been advocated and even utilized to incapacitate leadership circles, annihilate deep military bases, or even hit dual-use value targets such as water, electricity, transport, and key industries.\(^5\) All of the latter was done, for instance, against Iraq in 1991.\(^6\)

We contend that, given the shared interests of all current rising powers in retaining the global trade and manufacturing system currently in place, the military denial of enemy gains, if persistently achieved without strategic interdiction strikes, would more likely lead to crisis stability, conflict management, and deescalation of crises. It is also in sync with one of the central strategic observations of the *US National Military Strategy* of February, 2011, published under Secretary of Defense Robert Gates: “Denying an aggressor the benefits of achieving its objectives can be just as effective as in altering its strategic calculus through the threat of retaliation. The most effective deterrence approaches make use of both techniques, while also providing potential adversaries acceptable alternative courses of action.”\(^7\)

In short, when faced with a capable and determined adversary who nonetheless shares some core interests with the United States in the globalized socioeconomic order, we argue that the capabilities and plans needed to achieve the goal of strategic denial will more readily serve the policy needs of civilian leaders than escalatory deep strike options targeting leadership and infrastructural centers in an adversary’s homeland. Any such strategic denial military options would need to exist within and be integrated across US air, sea, space, and cyberspace forces. In turn, this requires that weapons platforms and their support systems be designed and equipped to support maximum diplomatic bargaining and conflict management during crises involving a complex array of common and competing interests between great powers.

### The Global and Regional Strategic Operating Environment

Military threats and force application must be suited to the emerging globalized age of “pragmatic multipolarity”—a loose system of network interactions based on tactical cooperation between states to bolster their domestic identities and further their shared international interests, rather than a system of competing, well-defined blocs based upon utterly
hostile ideological worldviews. The reality of unprecedented interstate socioeconomic networks in creating an internationalized form of national wealth makes rising powers on all continents fear the societal costs of upsetting financial and trade flows. Even many realist scholars acknowledge that the emerging international system is making traditional forms of conquest increasingly irrational.

Consequently, Asian powers seek stable and gradual adjustments in the regional balance of power and interests rather than the Cold War norm of arms racing to remain superior in military and economic terms to dominate a much-feared ideological rival with a contending, aggressive value system. The US triumph over communism facilitated this pragmatic rather than ideological pursuit of power by generating a seemingly ingrained and durable transnational socioeconomic class with a common capitalist “culture” and a desire for the material benefits of capitalism. This global elite speaks the same professional language of business and high finance and can translate between global market demands and domestic cultural idioms—which include the rise of “new wealth barons” in China as well as other powers. Ultimately, elites in India, China, and Russia—as well as “middle rank” rising powers such as the core ASEAN members of Thailand, Indonesia, Vietnam, the Philippines, Singapore, and Malaysia—generally seek whatever pragmatic financial, military, trade, and cultural relationships that will help them provide a better living for their own people. Power gain in terms of internal growth is inextricably linked to these countries’ rejection of foreign policies that would base their external relations primarily on ideology or cultural values.

This said, the goal of pursuing a political, military, and economic balance does not preclude all conflict. Rising powers in Asia all harbor some level of nationalist-based territorial claims based on legacy disputes in which the identity of peoples overlaps with swaths of disputed territory. Consequently, although the value of territorial conquest in economic terms has become almost nil due to the transnational and international nature of capital, labor, and manufacturing assets, the relative value of territory in nationalist terms (i.e., domestic identity) has skyrocketed.

As a result, the international “friendships” and “alliances” of middle-rising and great-rising powers can vary depending on the situation, depending on both “material” interests (such as energy resource acquisition
and transportation) and on nationalist impulses relating to questions of self-determination and sovereign identity. Thus, for instance, the USAF Center for Strategy and Technology (CSAT) views Russia, India, and Japan more as China's competitors than its partners despite close cooperation in counterterrorism, transnational drug interdiction efforts, and energy deals in Central Asia via the multilateral Shanghai Cooperation Organization.

Such a dynamic international system tends to be more familiar to, and accepted by, states in the larger Asian region than by the United States itself. As one former US diplomat to Southeast and Northeast Asia has argued, the United States retains a residual and enduring Cold War inclination to view countries as either “with us or against us” across the full spectrum of interests and issues. However, in today’s globalized East Asia, issues overlap and compete in complex ways, with no one party viewing itself as a complete and total “ally” with any other party, despite the relatively tight bilateral defense pacts between the United States and Japan and South Korea. There simply is no Asian equivalent of the Berlin Wall or the “Iron Curtain.”

Thus far, Chinese military goals align with these very mixed geopolitical realities. Even the most wary analysts concerned with Chinese military advances are not assuming or arguing that China is seeking to straddle the globe with air, sea, and land forces. Despite ongoing buildups—including new surface and subsurface naval platforms—Chinese power projection is generally described as being thoroughly regional in character. As recently noted by CSAT, “significant Chinese force projection beyond Southeast Asia will be difficult,” even though “China's military will be sufficient to deter and even repel almost any attempt at preemptive action against its mainland or territories or in its immediate vicinity.” Instead of true “global reach” as defined by the United States, the USAF research team concluded that “China's military capability will be greatest from the mainland out to the ‘second island chain’—the region extending south and east from Japan to Guam in the Western Pacific.” In terms of actual operational military patterns, the research team concluded that “as a regional air and naval power, China will routinely cruise these waters with its carrier strike groups.” The ultimate political strategic goal of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) would then not be “policing the global commons,” but rather policing the regional commons: “China will seek to assume the role of guarantor of the sea lines of
communication in the region, including the strategic Straits of Malacca. They will also be capable of selectively impeding [regional] commerce if they choose."

Again, however, this brings to the fore the question of nationalism as China continues to experience formidable domestic socioeconomic turbulence due to mass migrations within and between its many large regions, including continued rapid urbanization, industrialization, and the formation of new working and middle classes with growing personal stakes in where China is and where it might be going. For example, the Chinese government in the 1990s “needed nationalism for national integrity, leadership consolidation, and legitimacy, and prevention of what they saw as negative Western influence upon the minds of the people.” As a direct result, “China’s rise has imbued the public with self-confidence, which interacts with China’s remaining sense of inferiority and is expressed in the form of aggressive nationalism. The economic rise of China has provided the basis on which a sentiment of love for and pride in the Chinese nation has grown notably since the mid-1990s.”

Indeed, twenty-first-century Chinese leadership has stepped up “patriotic education” since 1994 by distributing “Guidelines for Implementing Patriotic Education” to reinforce “the power of national integrity” by “uniting people of all ethnicities.” Since the late 1990s, in short, the domestic political and developmental goal of Chinese leaders has been “The Great Revival of the Chinese Nation” . . . to “prevent the rise of the worship of the West” . . . by creating a social atmosphere in which “people can be infected and permeated with patriotic thought and spirit any time, any place, in all aspects of daily life.”

With such domestic social trends in mind, it is prudent for the United States to be prepared to deter strategic expansion of Chinese political interests and military capabilities in ways that could undermine South Korean, Japanese, and Southeast Asian nations’ sovereign economic and political security. Despite unease with China’s “muscle flexing,” the populations of important East Asian powers are, in essence, “sitting on a fence.” Their economies have become so interlinked with China’s that one Japanese international relations scholar has noted that “in 2004, China became the largest trading partner of not only Japan, but also South Korea, Taiwan, and Vietnam. . . . According to a March 2004 survey conducted by the Nihon Keizai Shimbun, 70 percent of Japanese business leaders wanted a trilateral free trade agreement with China and South Korea.” Additionally, Japan’s recent imperial past often seems to
cause South Korean leaders and citizens to fear the strategic intentions of Japan more than they do mainland China.28

Given these interconnected as well as conflicting interests, it is no surprise that a comprehensive RAND study of South Korean, Southeast Asian, and Japanese security perceptions vis-à-vis the United States and China showed that neither the populations nor their associated elite politicians want their country to “buck” the status quo by becoming entangled in disputes between the PRC and its neighbors or the PRC and the United States. Also, none wishes to jeopardize its prosperity by undertaking a more explicit and expanded East Asian military role. The same RAND analysis showed that the popular viewpoints on foreign policy issues among the populations and leadership circles of both countries could “swing” if tension, pressures, or threats escalate in any one direction, including if the PRC were perceived as becoming more bellicose and assertive.29

The Impact of the New Asian Geopolitics on Military Planning

All of the above points to one simple fact: although a total conventional war or even nuclear war could theoretically erupt between two nuclear-armed super powers who mismanage a crisis, the United States does not face in the foreseeable future a near-peer power that threatens it existentially as during much of the Cold War. The current international system is one of strictly bounded competition, with both overlapping and divergent policy priorities between all major powers—including even US friends and allies. Therefore, the United States has the luxury of preparing not to prevent the destruction of its homeland and its way of life, but of preparing to deny any opponent from making substantial coercive shifts in the balance of power.

Given this grand strategic political and economic reality, it behooves us to ask whether certain aspects of traditional notions of offensive strategic interdiction would serve the United States well in future disputes with this rising Asian power. As Clausewitz pointed out 180 years ago, the political aims of limited war require a different application of force than wars of unconditional capitulation. One crucial question, therefore, is which strategic US military developments may be stabilizing (or
potentially destabilizing) in deterring the PRC in geopolitically disputed areas such as Taiwan and the South China Sea.

Indeed, recent literature by Air Force and Navy officers has begun to define and argue for a range of capabilities that flexibly threatens not only greater or lesser military costs, but also lesser or greater policy stakes. For instance, evolving concepts focused on countering anti-access and area denial (A2/AD) strategies—such as the Air-Sea Battle—rightly argue that the United States should seek to maintain “escalation agility” and to “manage” escalation “to avoid relying on . . . capabilities that existentially threaten another nation or its leadership.”

Traditionally, the notion of an “existential threat” has been tied firmly to nuclear forces and nuclear strikes. This article, however, proposes that even escalation with certain conventional deep-strike capabilities may be viewed by some competitors as approaching an existential threat, given the geopolitical realities of a globalized East Asian operating environment. Thus, we further emphasize the point raised briefly by Vincent Alcazar in this same journal that an important element of escalation agility—especially when dealing with an adversary that holds some major interests in common with the United States—is the capability to thwart without escalation the enemy’s ability to consolidate its objectives.

That is, under the umbrella concept of strategic denial at the level of military strategy and campaign planning, we further propose and define the operational, battle-level concept of persistent denial: the ability to apply sustainable pressure at a given escalation threshold to raise the adversary’s perceived cost of an anti–status quo action both prior to and during a militarized crisis. By avoiding escalation that would immediately threaten core defense interests of a sovereign competitor—which could quickly escalate the political stakes involved, possibly leading to an escalation spiral—lower-level military capacities and plans might give added credibility to US deterrent threats in a tense environment, reducing the likelihood that the United States be confronted with either “backing down” or committing to actions that raise the prospect of full-scale warfare. In sum: the ability to credibly and capably impose negative costs without dramatically escalating the political stakes involved would facilitate the eventual resumption of a stable and at least partially cooperative peace.

In this regard, the question when considering different employment and procurement policies in East Asia is whether leaders in Beijing could
distinguish between limited versus extensive US policy intentions based on the threat and possible use of such force. Limited US policy intentions may be especially hard to signal in future operational applications of weapon systems that may possess the ability to strike hundreds and perhaps thousands of targets deep in sovereign Chinese territory with relative impunity. That is, due to the deep-strike, precision, speed, and stealth of some new conventional missile and bomber forces being called for under the generic banner of both conventional prompt global strike (CPGS) and Air-Sea Battle, a rising China may in a crisis over limited geopolitical claims be hard-pressed to assess the scope of immediate US intentions, given the innately strategic effects of such platforms in terms of their ability to “decapitate” leadership or cause widespread “societal disruption.”

To the extent that the US Department of Defense is pursuing the latter specific goal in particular, it is courting the danger of making too little of a distinction between the universal, timeless need for decisive combat at the tactical level and the far rarer need to win an all-out war with a competitor at a truly strategic level of policy objectives. We infer these troubling consequences based on the core military characteristic often attributed to CPGS or global strike forces: to create “strategic level” military effects on deep Chinese target sets, a military operational and tactical goal that implicitly encompasses all-out political and/or military strategic objectives.

For instance, the Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments (CSBA), a leading, highly influential defense think tank with myriad Pentagon contracts and personal military connections, has fretted that “the Air Force’s current bomber force lacks the capabilities and capacity needed to penetrate contested airspace to strike thousands of targets in future air campaigns.” In answer to this perceived deficit in the US deterrent and war-fighting posture, the CSBA has called for “one hundred new optionally manned penetrating bombers with all-aspect, broadband stealth, a payload capacity of approximately 20,000 pounds, and a range of 4,000–5,000 nautical miles. The bomber should have on-board surveillance and self-defense capabilities to permit independent operations against fixed and mobile targets in degraded C4ISR environments.”

This policy argument strongly resembles the traditional US Air Force focus on “strategic offensive interdiction,” broadly defined as the capability to deliver a strategic form of paralysis that literally disarms the
enemy without having to repeatedly fight its frontline forces. The latter has generally been achieved (or at least attempted) by applying pressure against more indirect political, industrial, infrastructural, and other military-supporting as well as societal targets, which in turn has been meant to undermine overall enemy political will and decision-making coherence. The latter exercise is generally what is meant by the term *offensive strategic interdiction*, whether advocated by theorists such as Giulio Douhet and B. H. Liddell Hart, or by the Air Corps Tactical School in the form of the “Industrial Web Theory,” or more recently, in the planning documents and writings of Col John Warden III.35

Although the historical and intellectual pedigree of such ideas is undeniable, what is often missed in the debates is that this traditional approach to strategic airpower would have the simultaneous effect of destroying or seriously degrading PRC sovereign defense capacities overall, meaning that it would confront Beijing with not just degraded power projection but even a severely degraded ability to defend its own homeland. And given the PRC’s historical focus on the sanctity of its current borders—as shown in both its intervention in the Korean War and later in bruising battles with both the Soviet Union and Vietnam in the 1970s, costing tens of thousands of casualties—degrading Beijing’s ability to ensure its own sovereign defense is likely to escalate any hostilities rather than lead to a stable crisis resolution. Indeed, such threats would almost certainly run afoul of the innate nationalist impulses implicit in the millennia-long existence of collective Confucian culture in China, and especially its felt “victim status” as a result of the “century of humiliation” visited upon it by external colonial powers from 1839 to 1945.38

One might argue that the capability to win such a large war decisively would inherently deter an opponent from escalating to that point. However, in the security studies literature, the concept and empirical reality of diplomatically destabilizing weapons capabilities has been thoroughly analyzed and described under the rubric of “offensive dominance,” as opposed to “defense” or “deterrence dominance.” Large dataset statistical testing, together with in-depth case studies covering the great-power periods of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, have together shown across different methodologies that when major powers harbor weapons at an operational level that can easily preempt the other side’s forces quickly, this exacerbates the grand strategy–level condition known as “international
anarchy.” The decision calculus can quickly veer toward preventive war or preemptive strikes because decision makers are tempted through both opportunity and genuine fear to “strike first” to keep a rival from gaining a decisive operational, and hence, strategic edge.39

Thus, a US approach to force procurement and employment that is overly focused on offensive strategic interdiction in order to secure victory—even of a nonnuclear variety—could easily have a deleterious strategic political effect during both periods of “general deterrence” in peacetime and during a diplomatic-military crisis. In essence, Bernard Brodie’s 1959 assessment of nuclear deterrence strategies is generally applicable here: “[A] plan and policy which offers a good promise of deterring war is . . . better in every way than one which depreciates the objectives of deterrence in order to improve somewhat the chances of winning” (emphasis added).40

In sum: as currently defined, the evolving CPGS and Air-Sea Battle concepts, based at least partially on the traditional airpower culture of the strategic offensive, may well fail to provide future US presidents with credible and politically viable options for limiting and deescalating the limited-stakes conflicts the United States would most likely encounter in the Asian Pacific theater. While it is of course easier in principle to “defeat the enemy” by destroying decisively its capacity to sustain frontline forces, this approach assumes that strategic defeat of the adversary (i.e., total victory) is what US decision makers would in fact be seeking in a crisis against most great-power competitors in most contexts. But as already described above, it is extraordinarily unlikely that US policymakers will in fact harbor such “total” goals or “policy objects” toward a rising China in the contemporary international system. And striking a wide array of deep target sets would likely be viewed by the PRC as a serious escalation of policy stakes, therefore inviting a dramatic PRC counterescalation (whether via cyber or space warfare) that would inflict costs on the United States incommensurate with the level of policy stakes involved.

An Alternative Vision for Force Development and Employment in the East Asia Theater

While strategic deep-strike conventional options, alongside traditional nuclear strike options, are both likely to be part of a twenty-first-century
US force structure, we argue that the main goal of the US military should be to possess the capability necessary to deter and prevent small conflicts from escalating into large-scale or even total war. It ought to be prepared for limited wars in which the denial of enemy aims can be achieved without the types of significant offensive strikes on enemy territory that would pose a much greater risk of escalation. This requires force types, levels, and doctrine that allow political decision makers not only to manipulate the threat of further escalation, but also to manipulate the expected benefits and costs of different settlements in a mutually defined bargaining space.

With this in mind, future conventional global-strategic-strike procurements, deployments, and strategy should be carefully evaluated in terms of their potential to contribute to undesired conflict escalation as well as their influence on PRC perceptions of US peacetime deterrent threats. The United States should not get rid of the threat of escalation to levels at which the it can impose high costs on the enemy, but equally, it should not want to create a reality wherein the only two states of strategic relations are either the status quo peace or the strong risk of escalation to total, absolute wars of strategic paralysis. That is, despite the utility of proposed strategic, conventional, deep strike capabilities—given that they might be more credible than nuclear threats because they have a lower barrier to use—they should still be held in reserve and very cautiously signaled, activated, and deployed due to the adversary’s perception of the severity of their consequences.

Based on this assessment—which in turn is based upon the geopolitical realities of the globalized East Asian operating environment summarized above—we conclude that the US defense community should consider acquiring more intermediate-range, smaller-payload solutions for selective offensive interdiction against purely military targets around the circumference of China (and particularly in the Asian “battlespace” beyond Chinese borders). This military procurement and employment goal would be far less destabilizing in times of both peace and crisis than the procurement and employment of weapons meant to range deep and wide across Chinese territory, threatening the obliteration of hundreds and perhaps thousands of dual-use civilian and military targets to completely “paralyze” the Chinese military machine or decapitate its leadership.41 This latter argument, in turn, is largely in line with Robert Pape’s famous focus on the effectiveness of offensive strikes at an operational level against the adversary’s direct military machine
and supply points (i.e., degradation of adversary capabilities via “battlefield interdiction”).

In short: capabilities for “deep strike” or “strategic offensive interdiction,” even if they do exist, should be deemphasized both symbolically and in operational capacity to ensure continued management of mixed interests with a rising China. Instead, the United States should enhance its ability to persevere in denying enemy objectives via highly effective, reliable, and sustained operational engagements within a strategically defensive employment posture. Deterrence in peacetime thus means explicitly preparing for limited wars or crises in which the United States will want a clear offensive advantage in individual engagements but will not be interested in significant strategic disruption to great powers’ capacities to defend their own territory.

This basic conclusion brings to the fore the in-depth work of historical analysts and political science theorists writing on “crisis management” during the height of the 1980s Cold War. According to this literature, any two parties to a dispute are unlikely to reach a negotiated settlement on limited, partial policy objectives unless they also restrain the means utilized in the militarized dispute. Limitations of military options, in their view (based on thorough empirical survey of great-power diplomacy from 1648 onwards) should encompass the following requirements: “Maintain top-level civilian control of military options,” including “the selection and timing of military actions,” which “may extend even to control over specific tactical maneuvers and operations that might lead to an undesired clash with the opponent’s forces.” Further, the military means used must allow decision makers to “create pauses in the tempo of military actions,” in which “the momentum of military movements may have to be deliberately slowed down in order to provide enough time for the two sides to exchange diplomatic signals and communications, and to give each side adequate time to assess the situation, make decisions, and respond to proposals.” Therefore, there must be close political and military cooperation in advance of crises to design weapons platforms, doctrine, and training for their use; otherwise, “military forces may have been designed and structured in ways that rob them of the flexibility needed in a crisis. Military doctrine governing use of forces may, as in the events leading to the outbreak of World War I . . . deprive governments of the kinds of limited mobilization and deployment options required for careful management.”
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During a militarized crisis or even a limited war with the PRC, US political leadership will want Chinese leaders to receive US signals of intent so that crisis bargaining can continue in the background. They will therefore not want US joint forces to undermine the PRC leaderships’ ability to continue leading their country throughout the crisis or war. This includes leaders in Beijing keeping in touch with frontline developments among their armed forces at all levels, from tactical to operational, while still conducting a coherent strategic defense of their own mainland territory.

Thus, the United States should be wary of planning to hit targets—and seriously funding and fielding platforms that can hit targets—that would be seen by the Chinese as simultaneously denuding their ability to carry on offensive-defensive campaigns in East Asia and their capabilities for homeland, sovereign defense at a more strategic level. The United States may, in a limited war, want to eventually denude Chinese capacities for power projection in its near abroad, but it is highly unlikely US decision makers will want to treat China as it did Japan during World War II—or Saddam Hussein in 2003 or Milosevic in 1999—by forcing China to retreat from positions on its own internationally recognized sovereign territory. Instead, statesmen would likely want to feel their way forward during a crisis, testing the opponent’s response to limited offensive strikes and robust defensive parries, then reformulating military intentions and plans along the way, with the political object in sight at each tit-for-tat iteration during hostilities.

In particular, contemporary social science research indicates that during crisis bargaining or limited wars involving limited political goals, adversaries should ideally have both political time and physical geographic space to learn the facts of the matter in regards to the adversary’s immediate intentions as well as their long-term strategic intent in grand political terms. Correctly assessing these factors—on both sides—ideally allows the creation of new policy options on both sides that may not have existed before the crisis, especially ones that do the psychologically difficult chore of sensitive, practical value tradeoffs between competing ends, that is, what international mediators call “congruent bargaining,” where new package options allow for mutual gain on limited issues despite continued competition at a strategic level.

In other words, the limited but decisive use of force at the tactical or campaign level can reveal very important information to an adversary...
about the likely outcome of any escalatory step it might take. This includes “updated information” about probable diplomatic pushes to demand more political benefits at the bargaining table.

Consequently, during militarized crises between major powers with interests held in common as well as in conflict, time itself becomes a strategic commodity of great worth. The question then becomes: have the US Navy and US Air Force devised platforms, doctrines, employment strategies, and campaign plans at an operational level that give their political leaders the strategic asset of decision-making time in a potential faceoff with China over issues that are short of total war?

**Operational Coercion to Support Strategic Accommodation**

*Weapons* have to be produced and tested before war begins; they suit the nature of the fighting, which in turn determines their design.

*That, however, does not imply that the political aim is a tyrant. It must adapt itself to its chosen means, a process which can radically change it.*

—Carl von Clausewitz, *On War*

To be clear about the limits of our bounded critique of airpower theory, we accept that US forces need to be prepared to deliver strategic “decision through major battles” if the adversary is intent on escalating. Nonetheless, we still contend that US forces must also be postured to provide political leaders with decision-making time and the flexibility not to escalate via persistent denial. If US military preparations to address the Chinese security dilemma proceed inartfully along traditional lines of emphasis, US political leaders may find their military ill-equipped to provide the strategic thought, doctrine, and weapons platforms needed to conduct effective and flexible coercive diplomacy during crises and limited wars.

The key to a revamped Air Force–Navy joint force posture is the recognition that, at their core, crises and limited wars are both political processes, and as such, incorporate both military coercion and strategic political accommodation. Therefore, any future military tools and doctrine
for deployment and force application in a crisis must have as a latent goal the ability to support accommodation at a strategic political level while still bringing about decisive defeats in combat at an operational level of wartime decision making. This new joint force posture might be labeled “Shaping Joint Forces to Allow Strategic Political Accommodation during Protracted Crises over Limited Geopolitical Goals.”

There are three key, strongly linked concepts in this strategic and doctrinal statement: strategic political accommodation, protracted crises, and limited geopolitical goals. These seemingly simple terms have huge strategic import and implications for weapons systems in the tens or hundreds of billions of dollars.

The first term clearly connotes that it is not the overarching, grand-strategy policy goal of the United States to enact regime change, invasion, occupation, paralysis, widespread infrastructure destruction, or even destruction of all armed forces upon the adversary, despite the fact that it is a major power with at least some issues in contention with US interests. Secondly, protracted crises connotes that, despite common interests, there are issues in dispute over which we may not be able to prevent escalation to periods of overt hostility and the much-heightened threat of force over a lengthy period of political tensions. Again, repeated crises since 1947 over the Taiwan Straits, including one in 1995 that involved Chinese “bracketing” of Taiwan with medium-range missile launches and the dispatch of two US aircraft carriers, would seem to show the relevance of this phenomenon. Finally, limited geopolitical goals implies that US interests are not served by the complete defeat and incapacitation of even our sovereign competitors in a twenty-first-century global order defined by “complex interdependence” and common efforts to battle transnational scourges such as illicit trafficking in humans, drugs, money, and small arms. It also suggests that although the United States has significant interests in East Asia, far fewer interests there are truly “vital” than commonly, and casually, assumed.

It is in this specific doctrinal and strategic context that we should evaluate US congressional and US Air Force pursuit of new “post-boost hyper-glide” missiles with conventional munitions alongside calls for a long-loiter, stealth, unmanned, intercontinental bomber with conventional munitions for taking out whole target sets over a major power’s sovereign territory. Namely, such weapons might have effects on the
adversary’s strategic political assumptions of US intent that are genuinely unwanted by the United States.

Ideally, the United States should acquire an intermediary strike capability and doctrine/concept that can still effectively contest anti-access and area denial efforts by the PRC and others but without threatening immediate strategic defeat. This suggests that there is a definite advantage of having a “nick the archer, kill the arrows” military capability. It would persistently deny enemy objectives over a protracted period to give decision makers on both sides the opportunity to “learn” at relatively low cost, such that nationalism and internal politics do not override central decision makers’ wishes to de-escalate. Such uses of the military instrument also create time for top elites to “tame” possibly recalcitrant bureaucratic actors, who inevitably will need guidance via strong leadership within a cabinet-level setting.53 Simply put, limited tactical engagements that demonstrate to the adversary the US ability to persevere for protracted periods via pure “denial” of objectives could be very useful in ending a militarized crisis far short of intensive strategic interdiction of key enemy military assets behind the front lines.

Such an operating environment may seem daunting to US Air Force and US Navy planners. However, potential solutions to the above dilemmas exist and should be funded and prioritized relative to capabilities that have a deep-strike mission. This brings the analysis down to the lowest level of policy detail: the desired, broad operating characteristics for weapons platforms.

Although the Air-Sea Battle concept purports to “produce forces that are more likely to have a stabilizing effect,” existing declassified discussions of “integrated attacks-in-depth to disrupt, destroy and defeat an adversary’s A2/AD capabilities” may imply a more offensive stance than advocated herein.54 Given that the dictates of escalation control and crisis bargaining with the PRC will prevent US politicians from striking missile, command and control, or air bases on Chinese soil as a first step (or even a second step), the USAF and US Navy should pursue the ability to achieve air superiority over limited, well-defined domains that together disallow a unilateral Chinese invasion of Taiwan as well as undisputed Chinese control of “sea lines of communication” (e.g., shipping lanes for resupply of Kadena, Japan, Taiwan, and South Korea with weapons, trade, food, etc.). This, in turn, may require large numbers of
platforms for continuous sorties to dispute control of the air and the sea for protracted periods.

In this environment, joint military actions may need to tolerate the difficult position of accepting some additional cost and risk of less-than-decisive tactical- and operational-level engagements to better preserve the likelihood of achieving the grand strategic objective. All of this may then require naval ships, submarines, and airplanes that are highly mobile and hard to track, fix, locate, and target, to protect convoys, break any PRC blockades if necessary during a crisis to resupply front-tier locations, and back up the US Air Force in creating air superiority. This, in turn, will require naval weapons work together as a network to establish limited, temporary, but firm control over moving geographic domains, or what classic naval theorist Julian Corbett has called “elastic cohesion.”

If the PRC or other rising power should misread US resolve over an issue and launch a military action, it is essential the United States possess the capability and, importantly, the plans, concepts, procedures, and doctrine that will allow it to successfully mount persistent denial campaigns that do not involve significant penetrating strategic strikes so as to provide as much diplomatic space and time to achieve crisis resolution without escalation. Indeed, a credible persistent denial capability forces the decision to escalate upon the enemy, which in the current international environment gives a strong “moral” advantage to the United States in any such conflict.

Finally, if crisis escalation should be needed because the above steps prove too passive of a shield or too symbolically light for success in crisis bargaining, we advocate the ability to fly long-range, stealthy, penetrating missions into Chinese airspace or territory (or launch munitions from outside the surface-to-air missile (SAM) bubble surrounding Chinese territory) to degrade frontline military targets alone. This would encompass air bases close to China’s coastal areas, ammunition and fuel supply depots, long-range artillery pieces, medium-range ballistic missile units, and intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) capabilities. However, during such strikes, there would be signaling by every reasonable means in advance of and during the conflict that the United States will do all it can to avoid massive degradation strikes against any dual-use, civilian-military infrastructure (as well as even deeper strikes on other military targets).
What this all boils down to is a massive reconstitution and sustain-
ment capacity for either short- or long-range forces for offensive tactical engagements in service of a denial campaign. The latter would exist alongside a quite numerous, but limited, capability to do limited escalations that may also be needed to supplement short-range forces to actually, fully achieve crisis denial of enemy aims. All of this then translates into a requirement for intermediate-range bombers or stand-off missiles that have a greater range than fighter-bombers but still have limited payloads, or in other words, a high-precision bombing capacity that could not easily degrade and destroy entire infrastructure networks in an unlimited war—the latter of which constitutes a wartime goal best left to the background threats of strategic conventional and nuclear forces. The passed-over concept of an “FB-22” intermediate-range and smaller-payload bomber that might replace the old F-111 Aardvark, for instance, might fill this capability niche.57

In conclusion, we recommend that the United States broadly seek to 
deny without innately and immediately threatening strategic levels of destruction, and to hit countermilitary or counterforce targets in incremental, piece-by-piece ways during crisis bargaining without simultaneously hitting or seriously threatening countervalue targets. The above descriptions alone could be used to guide thousands of pages in micro-level, detailed policy and engineering studies by the US Air Force and US Navy. We will leave that to those with more intimate knowledge of combat planning and operations.
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